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Socialism on the
Northern Plains,
1900-1924

C. PRATT*

"The gains of the socialists in several parts of the state [were] one of
the surprises of Tuesday's municipal elections.
"Socialist mayors were elected in Beatrice, Wymore and Red Cloud.
The rest of the socialist ticket was also elected by the Wymore socialists
and one councilman by the Broken Bow socialists."'

These words appear in a 1911 issue of the Omaha Daily News,
and what they report was not unusual for that era. Prior to World
War I, communities across the country experienced a variety of
Socialist political activity. Socialist newspapers were circulated,
party orators spoke, candidates were nominated and, as in these
Nebraska towns, elected to public office. Such efforts were part
and parcel of the political culture of the pre-World War I era. It
was, in the words of one observer, "the 'golden age' of American
*A shorter version of this essay was read at the Northern Great Plains History
Conference at Eau Claire, Wisconsin, on 25 September 1986. The author wishes to
thank the University Committee on Research of the University of Nebraska at
Omaha for financial support.
1. Omaha Daily News, 5 Apr. 1911.
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socialism."'' On the Northern Plains, where the movement enjoyed modest success, the Socialist era has been a neglected
topic, often treated only in passing or as background for the Nonpartisan League. Between 1900 and 1917, however. Socialists
were a political force in many Northern Plains communities, and
their legacy extends beyond the Nonpartisan League into the
farm movements of the 1920s and 1930s and on into the farm organizations and literary heritage of our own time.
The emergence of the Socialist movement in the United States
was a political response to industrialism and the evils of trusts,
exploitation, and corruption that followed in its wake. Contemporary observers and historians after them have devoted most of
their attention to the Progressive reformers who sought to cope
with such problems.^ At the time, however. Progressive politicians like Theodore Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, and Robert La
Follette were sharing the stage with Socialists like Eugene V.
Debs and Kate Richards O'Hare, who often drew large crowds
and a great deal of attention in the press." Then, many Americans
were optimistic about the prospects of rational change, and both
Progressives and Socialists believed their programs could be implemented through the electoral process. One historian writes,
2. Daniel Bell, Marxian Socialism in the United States (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1967), p. 55. Other important studies of American Socialism
in this era include Ira Kipnis, The American Socialist Movement, 1897-1912 (New
York: Monthly Review Press, 1972); David A. Shannon, The Socialist Party of
America: A History (Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1967); James Weinstein, The
Decline of Socialism in America, 1912-192$ {New York: Monthly Review Press,
1967); John H. M. Laslett and Seymour Martin Lipset, eds-. Failure of a Dreamt:
Essays in the History of American Socialism, rev. ed. (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1984); Bruce M. Stave, ed.. Socialism and the Cities (Port Washington, N.Y.: Kennikat Press, 1975); Sally M. Miller, ed,. Flawed Liberation: Socialism and Feminism (Westport, Conn.; Greenwood Press, 1981); and Donald T.
Critchiow, ed.. Socialism in the Heartland: The Midwestern Experience, 1900-1925
(Notre Dame, Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press, 1986).
3. For general treatments of the response to industrialism in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, see Samuel P. Hays, The Response to Industrialism,
1885-19U (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1957), and Robert H. Wiebe, The
Search for Order, 1877-1920 {New York: HÜ1 and Wang, 1967).
4. For studies of Debs and O'Hare, see Ray Ginger, Eugene V. Debs: A Biogror
phy (New York: Collier Books, 1962); Bernard J. Brommel, Eugene V. Debs:
Spokesman for Labor and Socialism (Chicago: Charles H. Kerr Pubhshing Co.,
1978); Nick Salvatore, Eugene V. Debs: Citizen and Socialist (Urbana: University
of Illinois Press, 1982); Neil K, Basen, "Kate Richards O'Hare: The 'First Lady' of
American Socialism, 1901-1917," Labor History 21 (Spring 1980): 165-99; Philip S.
Foner and Sally M. Miller, eds., Kate Richards OHare: Selected Writings and
Speeches (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1982).
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"the buoyant, optimistic view that Socialism was inevitable and
probably fairly close, is one of the keys to understanding the Socialist Party before the 192O's."=
In this era of optimism, Socialists often challenged old party
candidates at the ballot box. In 1912, Debs attracted approximately 6 percent of the vote in the presidential election, but Socialist party efforts were frequently much more successful. One
Socialist congressman (either from Milwaukee or Lower Manhattan) usually served in the House from 1911 to 1919; several states,
including New York, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and Oklahoma,
elected Socialists to their legislatures; and many municipalities
opted for Socialist mayors and councilmen. In 1912, there were
approximately twelve hundred Socialist party officeholders
across the country. Contemporary studies indicated that they
were more likely to be found in the smaller cities and towns of the
Midwest than anywhere else, but a major concentration of party
strength was located in Oklahoma.^
American Socialism in the Progressive era was a heterogeneous movement. Its adherents included immigrants, trade unionists, social gospel ministers and other professionals, urban reformers, small business men, farmers, and others. Some were
Marxists who viewed the situation in terms of class exploitation
and stressed the need for a complete transformation of the American political and social order. Others were less ideological. Often,
they had been influenced by Edward Bellamy's popular novel
Looking Backward or by the Populism of the 1890s and believed
that the "cooperative commonwealth," or public ownership of major industry, commerce, and banking, could be achieved through
less drastic change.^ There were other perspectives as well. For
some, the Socialist cause became a convenient vehicle to bring
about reform in a given locale or to register a protest in a particu5. Shannon, Socialist Party of America, p. 4.
6. Weinstein, Decline of Socialism in America, pp. 93-118. contains a survey of
Socialist party voting strength between 1911 and 1918. For a discussion of Oklahoma Socialism, see Garin Burbank, When Farmers Voted Red: The Gospel of Socialism, in the Oklahoma Countryside, 1910-1924 (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood
Press, 1976); James R. Green. Grass-Roots Socialism: Radical Movements in the
Southwest, 1895-1943 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press. 1978): John
Thompson, Closing the Frontier: Radical Response in Oklahoma, 1889-1923 (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press. 1986).
7. Shannon. Socialist Party of America, and Weinstein, Decline of Socialism in
America, provide good surveys of the diversity within the Socialist party during
the pre-World War I era.
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lar election. Clearly, many of the votes recorded for Socialist
party candidates in the Progressive era were not those of committed Socialists who sought to replace the existing order with
the cooperative commonwealth. Rather, the ballots were cast in
protest or because of a particular candidate or issue. Whatever
the position of individual Socialist party supporters, however, the
pre-World War I Socialist movement had thousands of duespaying members and was a significant political presence in many
communities.
Socialist electoral results in the Northern Plains states of Nebraska, South Dakota, and North Dakota never approached those
of Oklahoma, where Eugene Debs drew almost 17 percent of the
1912 presidential vote and the party's 1914 gubernatorial candidate received more than fifty-two thousand votes. No Northern
Plains congressional district ever elected a Socialist congressman, nor did any major city in the region follow Milwaukee's
example in opting for a Socialist municipal government. Socialist
election results in this area were more modest. Debs's best showing in a Northern Plains state came in North Dakota in 1912,
when nearly 8 percent of the electorate voted for him. A handful
of towns, including Sisseton, South Dakota, and Rugby, North Dakota, had Socialist mayors for a term, and both the North Dakota
legislature and the University of Nebraska board of regents
made room for a lone Socialist member in the pre World War I
era. Williams County, North Dakota, elected Socialist sheriffs for
three consecutive terms, and, here and there. Socialists served as
school directors and held other local posts. Overall, the net result
of Socialist electoral efforts on the Northern Plains seems
meager. Political significance, however, is not determined solely
by election results. Many of those active in the pre-World War I
Socialist movement moved on to other causes, and their story
presents a broader legacy for Northern Plains Socialism than a
mere recital of election statistics can at first suggest.
Socialism in this region was a diverse movement. Its proponents came from urban ethnic and working-class neighborhoods,
as well as from small towns and rural hamlets. Their numbers included businessmen, doctors, barbers, railroad and packing-house
workers, miners, farmers, and sheep ranchers. Socialist meetings
were conducted in Norwegian, Finnish, German, Bohemian, and
Yiddish, as well as in English, and some groups subscribed to
foreign-language papers. In this era. Socialism on the Northern
Plains shared in the broad-based diversity of the national movement.
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The 1912 Socialist party campaign poster promoted Eugene V.
Debs for president and Emit Seidel for vice-president

Much of the explanation for the growth of the Socialist cause in
this region and elsewhere can be found in its educational or
propaganda efforts. Many observers have commented on the remarkable newspaper, the Appeal to Reason, as an important consideration. Published in Girard, Kansas, this weekly packaged its
Socialist message in a folksy manner and utilized clever promotional schemes to maintain and expand its circulation. At its peak,
the Appeal had more than seven hundred thousand subscribers
across the country. Its distributors were known as "the Appeal
Army," and every week its recruits vied with one another for
mention in the pages of the paper.°
The Northern Plains states were well represented within the
ranks of "the Army." In 1911, there were more than seventeen
8. See James R. Green, "The "Salesman-Soldiers' of the 'Appeal' Army: A Profile of Rank and File Agitators," in Socialism and the Cities, ed. Bruce M. Stave,
pp. 13-40, and Elliot Shore, Talkin' Socialism: J. A. Wayland and the Role of the
Press in American Radicalism, 1890-1912 (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas,
1988).
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thousand subscribers to the Appeal in the region. North Dakota
led the way with close to 7,300 subs, followed by Nebraska and
South Dakota with 6,247 and 3,800 respectively.** For many, this
publication was probably their major source of information on Socialist party efforts and Socialism generally. Of particular importance in this region was the paper's treatment of farm matters. It
made a special effort to attract rural subscribers, often discussing agricultural topics and the benefits of Socialism for farmers.^*'
Though all three Northern Plains states discussed here (Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota) had Socialist newspapers from
time to time, none of their publications had the influence the Appeal had on readers.
Another aspect of the movement's educational apparatus was
its speakers' program. Party speakers traveled across the country, spreading the Socialist gospel and often organizing new
branches. Prominent figures like Eugene Debs, Kate Richards
O'Hare, and Appeal editor Julius Wayland were important attractions, but lesser lights in the small towns and hamlets on the
plains did much crucial work. Many times after a publicized talk
by a prominent person or a regional speaker, local sympathizers
would organize into a Socialist party branch. Both the Socialist
press and local newspapers document this course of events. Local
groups also sponsored their own speakers and debates.
By 1912, the party had institutionalized a lyceum program that
provided a series of Socialist speakers to local organizations over
the winter months. These orators visited numerous plains communities, systematically exposing the region's residents to the
doctrines of Socialism." In March of 1913, one lyceum speaker reported on the effectiveness of these efforts: "With one or two exceptions the South Dakota locals (those in the Lyceum work, I
mean) are veritable dynamos of Socialist propaganda. Particularly effective is the work they are doing among the farmers. The
holding of debates and propaganda meetings in the country
schoolhouses and the consequent discussion of the Socialist
theory and movement, are doing yeoman service in every sense
of the word."
The same observer noted that the success of the program could
be seen in the distances people were willing to travel to hear the
9. Appeal to Reason, 12 Aug. 1911.
10. See "The Farmers and Socialism," ibid., 25 Mar. 1911.
11. In 1913, for example, the five speakers of the lyceum series had five engagements in Nebraska, eight in South Dakota, and seventeen in North Dakota. Party
Builder (Chicago), 19 Feb. 1913.
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speakers: "When men and women will drive eighteen and twentyfour miles to hear a Socialist speaker, and that too in the midst of
a storm, it means that somebody has been doing some mighty
good agitation and had started the minds of these people to thinking along revolutionary li[n]es. The farmers in North Dakota as
well as South Dakota are coming into the movement FAST, and it
augurs well for the success of the revolution when the feeding department begins to be formed."'^ The broad circulation of the Appeal and the numerous speakers and local organizers who braved
the elements played a major role in establishing and maintaining
a Socialist presence on the Northern Plains.
While Socialists had to address rural concerns to attract a major following in the region, the movement also had some support
in the cities or other areas in which labor unions were present.
Omaha, Nebraska, was the only big city in the three-state region.
Though its voters never elected any Socialists to public office, the
city dominated the movement in Nebraska and even served briefly as the party's national headquarters. Socialist unionists, then
known as "red buttons," were active in the local labor movement.
On a few occasions, they actually controlled the central tabor
bodies of Omaha and South Omaha (but never at the same time)
and had a strong ally in one of the local labor papers.'' Thus, when
the national party announced its decision to move its national
headquarters to Omaha in 1903, the move could be defended in
terms of the militancy of the local unions.'* Soon after the move
occurred, however, employers launched their own offensive
against the building trades and the teamsters. Spearheaded by
the semisecret Omaha Business Men's Association, this effort
succeeded in placing the city's unions on the defensive for more
than a decade.'^ In the wake of this 1903 setback, the party headquarters moved on to Chicago, and Omaha never again attracted
such visibility in Socialist circles.
12. Amy G. Edmunds, "South Dakota Up and Coming," Party Builder, 26 Mar.
1913.
13. See Workers Gazette (Omaha), 1901-1904.
14. A. W, Ricker wrote: "Omaha, one of the most thoroughly unionized towns in
the United States, HAS A SOCIALIST MOVEMENT ENDORSED BY THE CENTRAL TRADES AND LABOR ASSEMBLY, It is a city of 125,000 people, and at
this very hour the Socialists are waging a battle for the control of the municipality
that is not equalled by any other city of similar size in the United States" [Appeal
to Reason, 14 Feb, 1903).
15. William C. Pratt, "The Omaha Business Men's Association and the Open
Shop, 1903-1939," paper read at the seventy-seventh annual meeting of the Organization of American Historians, Los Angeles, Calif., 6 Apr. 1984.
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campaign was the

"Red Special, " shown here at a stop in Illinois. In this iroin.
Socialist candidate Eugene V. Debs took an eleven-thousand-mile
tour of the United States, stopping in Omaha and numerous other
points in the Northern Plains. The Red Special carried its
own band, which played as the candidate made his way to the
speaker's platform. In South Dakota, the train stopped in Lead,
Deadwood, Philip, Pierre, Highmore, Huron, and Brookings.
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The real explanation for temporarily locating the national office in Omaha had nothing to do with the local labor movement,
however. Rather, it had been a rear-guard action to reduce the influence of urban elements within the party. With the demise of
Populism in the 1890s, the center of political gravity within the
American left had shifted from the countryside to the city, and
since then rural concerns had had a lower priority on the radical
agenda. Western Socialists had maneuvered the move to Omaha
over the protests of such easterners as Morris Hillquit, a New
York Socialist who held a position on the party's executive committee. In large part, the issue was a rural-urban one, and Omaha
had been chosen primarily because of its proximity to the plains.'**
Yet Omaha's Socialist movement resembled that of other big
cities more than that of regional small towns and hamlets. In addition to strong ties with organized labor, the local party had a
range of activities that included the Women's Socialist Union and
a youth group. At least two foreign-language groups, Jewish and
Bohemian, were formed, and the Jewish Socialists also established branches of their national fraternal organization, the
Workmen's Circle.'^
Socialist party standard-bearer Eugene Debs was a frequent
visitor to the city, and when he arrived on the "Red Special" during the 1908 campaign, more than three thousand people paid to
hear him speak at the city auditorium." His best showing at the
ballot box had actually occurred four years earlier when he drew
27 percent of the vote in South Omaha and 13 percent in Omaha.
The 1904 Socialist performance, announced the Omaha WorldHerald, was "[d]ecidedly the feature of the election."" These
gains, however, proved to be temporary. In that year, the Socialists had benefited from bitter reaction to a failed packing-house
strike in South Omaha and the lackluster appeal of Alton B. Park16. For a brief discussion of the move to Omaha, see Kipnis, American Socialist
Movement, pp. 147-48.
17. Brief accounts of Socialist women's activity in Omaha can be found in the
Worker (Chicago), 24 Jan. 1904, and in Mari Jo Buhle, Women and American Socialism, 1870-1920 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press. 1983), p. 111. The first
Workmen's Circle was organized in Omaha in 1908, according to Mid-West Labor
News (Omaha), 14 Dec. 1923. For treatment of the circle nationally, see Arthur
Liebman. Jews and the Left (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1979), pp. 285-92.
18. Omaha Daily Bee, 5 Sept. 1908; Omaha Daily News, 4 Sept. 1908; Omaha
World-Herald, 4 Sept. 1908.
19. "South Omaha Election Shows Big Socialistic Vote," Omaha World-Herald, 9
Nov. 1904. See also Thomas C. Prohaska, "The Nebraska Socialist Party and the
Election of 1904" (seminar paper. University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1973).
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er at the head of the Democratic ticket. When William Jennings
Bryan was the Democratic nominee in 1908, Debs's share of the
vote dropped accordingly. It rebounded four years later in 1912,
but it did not equal the earlier performance. While the outstanding 1904 party showing had been partially the result of a large
protest vote, the fluctuating Socialist vote in Omaha and Nebraska may also have been due in part to the recurring factionalism
that disrupted the local party.^" No other party organization in
the region had as many difficulties. If its internal problems had
been avoided, or if the local labor movement had been able to regroup after the 1903-1904 setbacks, the story of Omaha Socialism
might have been marked with greater success at the ballot box.
Next to Debs's 1904 showing, Nebraska Socialism's finest hour
came in April of 1911, when Beatrice, Wymore, and Red Cloud
elected Socialist mayors. At the party's state convention, all
three spoke, and two Omaha daiiy papers ran pictures of them."
Their election, however, was similar to that in many communities
across the country: local issues had been responsible for the victories, and none of the mayors served more than one term.
Throughout the country in this era. Socialist candidates offered
an alternative to the old party nominees, and dissatisfaction with
an incumbent sometimes led to a temporary Socialist success.^^ In
this regard, the Socialist party victories in the three Nebraska
towns were similar to several that occurred in the Dakotas.
South Dakota's strongest Socialist outpost was in the Black
Hills. Lawrence County, which contains the mining communities
of both Deadwood and Lead, turned in the best Socialist party
vote between 1902 and 1910, and no other county in the state ever
matched this early showing. Here, the party had a strong following among miners who were organized into the Western Federa20. For evidence of Nebraska factionalism, see the Worker, 4 Oct. 1903, and Socialist Herald (Omaha), 29 July, 5 Aug. 1908.
21. Omaha Daily News. 5 Apr., 31 May 1911; Omaha World-Herald, 1 June 19H.
The state party then had sixty-eight locals and claimed one thousand members.
Earlier, a Socialist was elected to the University of Nebraska board of regents
when the old parties inadvertently failed to file candidates for the position. The
vacancy had been the result of a resignation, and the Socialist regent served only a
few months. Omaha WorldrHerald, 8 Nov. 1907.
22. See Robert F. Hoxie, " 'The Rising Tide of Socialism': A Study,'* Journal of
Political Economy 19 (Oct. 1911): 609-31; flobert F. Hoxie, "The Socialist Party in
the November Elections," ibid. 20 (Mar. 1912): 205-23; and "Socialist Municipal Office Holders," National Municipal Review 1 (July 1912): 492-500. For a study of temporary Socialist party electoral success in Montana, see Jerry Calvert, "The Rise
and Fall of Socialism in a Company Town: Anaconda, Montana, 1902-1905," Montana, the Magazine of Western History 36, no. 4 (Autumn 1986): 2-13.
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tion of Miners. Freeman T. Knowles, a former Populist congressman (1897-1899), was a key figure in South Dakota's Socialist
movement. Both a lawyer and a journalist, he edited the Deadwood Lantern as a weekly Socialist paper and was a muchbeloved figure in local labor circles. He was an honorary member
of the miners' union and a frequent Socialist party candidate for
state office. His best showing at the ballot box as a Socialist came
in 1906 when he attracted 24 percent of the county's vote in a
three-way race for governor. In 1909-1910, however, disaster
struck in the form of a lockout at the Homestake Mining Company. Ultimately, the antiunion offensive broke the union, not
only in the mining industry, but everywhere else in the Black
Hills as well, Knowles died soon after the lockout ended, and with
his death the Lantern ceased publication,^^ Socialism in the Black
Hills began its long decline.
Two years later. Brown County emerged as the strongest Socialist party county in South Dakota. While its Socialist vote
never approached that of Lawrence County in its heyday, it had
relatively strong pockets of party activity in Aberdeen, the third
largest city in the state, and Frederick, Aberdeen was the home
of Father Robert Haire, the first Catholic clergyman in that part
of the state and a key figure in reform circles. He affiliated with
the Socialist cause in the late 1890s and was a Debs presidential
elector in 1900. His identification with the local movement had
important symbolic overtones, for Haire was a regional folk hero.
He had founded a number of the local Catholic churches, and his
acts of charity had assumed legendary proportions. In addition,
he had edited a Knights of Labor paper and was credited with
playing a major role in writing South Dakota's initiative and referendum law, which was the first enacted in the United States."
23. South Dakota, Legislative Manual (1913), pp. 360-524 (especially p. 393); U.S.,
Congress, House, Biographical Directory of the American Congress, 177^-1961, H.
Doc. 442 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1961), p. 1177; Sioux Falla
Daily Argus-Leader, 4 June 1910; Lantern, 25 Oct. 1906; Lead Register, 22 June
1910; W. C. Benfer, "The Story of the Homestake Lockout," International Socialist
Review 10 (Mar. 1910): 782-90; Joseph H. Cash, Working the Homestake (Ames:
Iowa s u t e University Press, 1973), pp. 80-100.
24. Sister M. Claudia Duratschek, Builders of God's Kingdom: The History of the
Catholic Church in South Dakota (Sioux Falls, S.Dak.: Diocese of Sioux Falls, 1985).
pp. 107,138-39; "Fiery Priest was 'Terror of All EvU-Doers' " {newspaper clipping),
Biographies/Obituaries File, Alexander Mitchell Public Library, Aberdeen, S.Dak.
Haire's early involvement with the Knights of Labor raises the question whether
there was any connection between this union and the emergence of socialism in the
region. See Jonathan Ezra Garlock, "A Structural Analysis of the Knights of
Labor: A Prolegomenon to the History of the Producing Classes" (Ph.D. disa., University of Rochester, 1974), pp. 208-9.
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Haire's Socialist affiliation may also have helped counteract antireligious charges that were often hurled at the Socialist party. At
the time of his death in 1916, the local Socialists held a public memorial service for him, and Debs issued a statement indicating his
regard for the deceased priest."
Outside of Aberdeen and a few other communities. Socialist
support was now largely rural. Finns in the Frederick area, a
small town north of Aberdeen near the North Dakota state line,
were often party members in the pre-World War I era. At times,
Socialists in this community sponsored both a Finnish and an
English organization, and some of them maintained a basic socialist allegiance for decades." East of Aberdeen, there were scattered pockets of party backers in Day, Marshall, and Roberts
counties. Socialists in the northeastern part of the state enjoyed
their greatest election victory in the spring of 1913, when they
elected the mayor and two aldermen in Sisseton in Roberts County. Characteristically, the Socialist officeholders served only one
term, but their town became the home of both the state party office and its monthly publication, the Co-operative Commonwealth."
In Oldham, South Dakota, which is located in Kingsbury County, a small number of comrades formed a Socialist party local and.
25. "Memorial to Father Haire," Aberdeen Daily American, 7 Mar. 1916. This
story noted, "Father Haire was a charter member of the socialist local here." Debs
referred to him as "the pioneer Socialist of that section" of the country ("Dakota
Socialists Honor Memory of Father Haire," Appeal to Reason, 7 Oct. 1916). The
South Dakota Socialist party also published a pamphlet on his life entitled A
Memoir of the Life of Father Robert W. Haire: Pioneer, Priest and Scholar, comp.
E. Francis Atwood (Sisseton, S.Dak,, [1916]). David Kemp provided me with a copy
of this pamphlet.
26. Thirteen members organized a Finnish Socialist local in 1908. Appeal to Reason, 22 Feb. 1908. In the summer of 1917, the Finnish local reportedly had seventyone members (forty-seven of whom were in good standing), while the other local
had only twelve members. Co-operative Commonwealth, Aug. 1917, copy in Socialist Party of America Papers, microfilm ed. (Glenrock, N.J.: Microfilming Corporation of America, 1975), reel 132. This collection contains only the August 1917 issue
of the Co-operative Comm,onwealth.
27. Sisseton Weekly Standard, 18 Apr. 1913. Earlier, the party announced, "The
Socialist local of Sisseton has a membership of 83 members, 26 of which have joined
in the last month" (ibid., 4 Apr. 1913). Only a total of three issues of the Co-operative Commonwe<üth have ever been located: the August 1917 issue cited above and
the July and October 1917 issues, copies of which can be found in Office of the Solicitor, Series 40, Box 13, Records of the Post Office Department, Record Group 28,
National Archives, Washington, D.C. Erling N. Sannes called these copies to my
attention.
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when they were unable to secure a hall for the 1913 Socialist
lyceum speakers' series, built their own opera house. Their ambitions exceeded their resources, however, and they soon sold the
building.^» Beginning in 1911, Kingsbury County Socialists also
sponsored an annual Socialist encampment at Lake Henry. For
several days or, in some years, for a full week. Socialists and nonSocialists alike listened to party orators, enjoyed picnics and concerts, danced, and rode amusement rides. Though this type of
28. OUlham Register, 22 Aug. 1912; Party Builder, 11 Dec. 1912. A Socialist local
had been organized in Oldham ten years earlier, but it did not survive. Worker, 31
Aug. 1902. The opera house was apparently sold in August of 1913 since the local
paper mentioned "[t]he new owners of Oldham's new opera house" (Oldham Register, 8 Aug. 1913). For a detailed history of the buUding, see Richard E. Zimmer. "A
History of the Oldham, South Dakota Socialist Hall from 1913 to 1970" (M.A. thesis.
South Dakota State University, 1981). Elizabeth Evenson Williams called this
study to my attention.

Father Robert Haire
of Aberdeen, South Dakota,
was an early Socialist and a
regional folk hero. He
founded area churches and
played a role in state
politics, facilitating the
enactment of South
Dakotas initiative and
referendum law.
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Come at your first opportuf\lty
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This advertisement
for a Socialist encampment
appeared in the Oldham
Register for
13 June 19IS.

activity was widely used by Socialists in the Southwest, it was
not generally attempted in this region. In fact, the Lake Henry
encampment seems to have been the only one held on the Northern Plains."
North Dakota had the strongest Socialist presence of any
Northern Plains state. Though the Socialist party elected a state
legislator from Dunseith in 1910 and mayors in Rugby and Hillsboro in 1912, much of its activity originated in Minot. This roughand ready railroad town became the Socialists' state headquar29. De Smet News, 9, 30 June 1911, 12, 26 July 1912; Lake Preston Times, 25
June 1914. For a vivid description of Socialist encampments in Oklahoma, see If
You Don't Weaken: The Autobiography of Oscar Ameringer {^arm&xi: University
of Oklahoma Press. 1983). pp, 263-69,
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ters in 1911, but it had been an important party stronghold prior
to that. There, Arthur Le Sueur, an attorney who had earlier
represented the Great Northern Railroad, emerged as a key figure and was elected mayor.^"» He was the only regional Socialist
party member to become active in national party affairs. In 1916,
he was well enough known to be seriously considered as the
party's presidential candidate, but he finished third in the membership referendum utilized that year.^" Even though Le Sueur
was a prominent personality, Minot Socialism was not a one-man
show. The local party conducted a wide range of activities, including lectures and picnics, publication of a weekly newspaper called
the Iconoclast, and sponsorship of a Socialist women's group."
In 1913, however, the local comrades found themselves in the
midst of a political hornet's nest when the Industrial Workers of
the World, a radical labor union, got involved in a free-speech controversy in the streets of Minot. Le Sueur and others took the
Wobblies' side and were arrested for their trouble. This episode
received broad press coverage in North Dakota, and Minot Socialism suffered as a result.^^ Still, it remained the center of the state
niovement, and Le Sueur and others continued to encourage Socialist efforts in neighboring counties.
Many communities on the Northern Plains did not run Socialist
candidates for local office prior to 1912, Several examples of this
30. Le Sueur was actually president of the city commission but was often referred to as mayor. Under the commission form of government. Minot did not actually
have the post of mayor. For detailed treatments of North Dakota Socialism and the
career of Arthur Le Sueur, see Jackson Putnam, "The Role of NDSP in North Dakota History," North Dakota Quarterly 24 (Fall 1956): 115-22, and "The Socialist
Party of North Dakota, 1902-1918" (M.A. thesis. University of North Dakota, 1956);
Perry Joel Hornbacher, "The North Dakota Socialist Party" (M.S. thesis. North
Dakota State University. 1982); Scott Allen Ellsworth, "Origins of the Nonpartisan
League" (Ph.D. diss.. Duke University, 1982), chap. 5; Henry R. Martinson,
" 'Comes the Revolution...': A Personal Memoir," North Dakota History 36 (Winter 1969): 40-109; James A. Loder, " 'Le Sewer' Socialism: A Study of Socialism in
the Railroad Boomtown of Minot, North Dakota, 1909-1914" (senior thesis, Macalester College, 1985); and Meridel Le Sueur, Crusaders: The Radical Legacy of Marian
and Arthur Le Sueur (St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society Press, 1984).
31. Le Sueur trailed Allan L. Benson and James H. Maurer in the contest. Benson received 16,639 votes to Maurer's 12,265 and Le Sueur's 3,495. The only sUte
that Le Sueur carried was North Dakota. American Socialist (Chicago), 18 Mar.
1916. By the time he was nominated, however. Le Sueur no longer lived in North
Dakota. He had moved to Fort Scott, Kansas, where he ran the legal department of
the People's College.
32. The Iconoclast was published in Minot from 1912 to 1916 and is a good source
of information about North Dakota Socialist activities in this period.
33. Charles James Haug, "The Industrial Workers of the World in North Dakota,
1913-1917." North Dakota Quarterly 39, no. 1 (Winter 1971): 85-102.
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pattern can be seen within the Minot orbit in north-central and
western North Dakota, sections of the state with a heavy Norwegian population.^* Velva, situated approximately twenty-five
miles southeast of Minot in McHenry County, did not organize a
Socialist party local until 1911, The moving forces in this venture
included a local jeweler and a local school director who was also
an officer in the county American Society of Equity organization,
a major farm group of the era. Soon after the Velva Socialists

Arthur Le Sueur
was the only Northern
Plains Socialist to becotne
prominent in natioTial
party affairs. He
ran for the party's
presidential nomination
in 1916 but
finished third.

34. While this article does not treat the role of ethnicity in the Socialist movement on the Northern Plains, it should be noted that some historians have argued
that the Norwegian-Americans in this era had a predisposition to political radicalism. It is true that many of them enlisted in the Socialist party and that an even
larger number later participated in the Nonpartisan League. A recent North Dakota study, however, cautions against making too much of this tendency and notes
that "most ethnic Norwegians did not vote socialist" (Playford V. Thorson, "Scandinavians," in Plains Folks: North Dakota's Ethnic History, ed. William C. Sherman
and Playford V. Thorson [Fargo: North Dakota Institute for Regional Studies,
1988], p. 198).
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formed their local, a Minot newspaper reported that all the school
directors in a nearby rural township were Socialists and that four
or five additional party locals were organized in neighboring communities. One of them was in the rural hamlet of Bergen, and its
m'embership numbered as high as sixty-three at one stage. In the
1912 election, although no local candidates were elected, Debs
carried three precincts and finished second in five more in the
Velva area. The Socialist party carried four of these precincts for
its gubernatorial and congressional candidates as well. By 1914,
when registration by party was required, the Socialists were the
leading party in three precincts and were tied for first in
another.^^
West of Minot in Mountrail County, 1912 was again the first
year in which a county Socialist party ticket was nominated. In a
strong showing. Debs finished second in a four-way contest, drawing 26 percent of the vote, and Arthur Le Sueur actually carried
the county with 45 percent in his congressional race.^' Stanley
was the county seat, but in the long run Mountrail's most persistent Socialist group was in Beiden, a rural community fourteen
miles south of Stanley. Here, in a predominantly Finnish settlement, there were two party locals by 1914: one for the Finns and
another for the English-speaking comrades."
Socialist voters were also numerous in Burke County, which
bordered Mountrail to the north. In 1912, Debs attracted 320
votes, or almost 29 percent, to nose out Woodrow Wilson by
twelve votes. This election proved to be the only time the Socialist party carried a county for its presidential candidate in a
Northern Plains state. Congressional candidate Le Sueur also finished a close second in a three-way contest, drawing 40 percent to
his Republican rival's 41 percent. Though the 1912 election was
the party's best overall showing in Burke County, its congressional candidate also received 324 votes (or approximately 28 percent) two years later .^*
35. McHenry County Journal (Velva), 2 Mar. 1911, 11 Jan. 1912; Iconoclast, 19
July 1912, 23 July 1915; Towner News-Tribune, 6 Dec. 1912, 28 May 1914.
36. North Dakota, Blue Book 11913), pp. 262-64. 302. The Mountrail County presidential vote was: Taft, 407 (28.5 percent); Debs, 372 (26 percent); Roosevelt, 347
(24.3 percent); Wilson, 301 (21 percent). Le Sueur carried twenty-three oí the county's forty-six precincts in a three-way race.
37. Iconoclast, 24 Apr. 1914.
38. North Dakota, Blue Book (1913), pp. 262-64. 267; Bowbells Tribune, 12 Dec.
1912; North Dakota, Compilation of Election Returns National and State,
1914-1928 (1929), p. 8.
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After 1913, Williams County, which borders eastern Montana,
succeeded Minot as the state's strongest Socialist outpost. Like
parts of Mountrail, this county (or large portions of it) was not
opened to homesteaders until the early twentieth century. By
1912, it had thirteen party locals, more than any other county in
the state, and Williston, the county seat, had three Socialist councilmen. This strong organization paid off. That year. Socialists
elected Carl ("Sodbuster") Erickson as sheriff and reelected him
two years later. While he was the only party member to win a
county-wide office in either election, others on the ticket also
made a good showing. In 1912, Debs and Le Sueur did well, finishing with almost 26 percent and 31.5 percent of the vote, respectively. Socialist organization continued to grow in Williams
County, and by 1916 its Socialists had twenty-four separate
locals, and one district had elected a county commissioner. That
year also, Erickson, who was prohibited by state law from seeking a third term, was able to turn the keys of the sheriffs office
over to party comrade Axel Strom, who had received almost 47
percent of the vote.^^
Historians have differed with one another over whether or not
Debsian Socialism peaked prior to United States entry into
World War I. Some have argued that 1912 marks the flood tide
for the movement. That year. Debs attracted the highest percentage of the vote that any presidential candidate on the Socialist
ticket ever received. Others, however, counter that the party's
1916 nominee (Allan L. Benson) did not have Debs's appeal and
often trailed other candidates, that more Socialist state legislators were elected after 1912 than before, and that the Socialist
movement did not lose its momentum until it encountered the
hysteria and repression of the war years.*"
The record on the Northern Plains is complicated in regard to
this question. While the Socialists in Nebraska and the Dakotas
39. Iconoclast, 21 June, 19 July 1912, 16 June 1916; Williston Graphic, 7 Nov.
1912.16 Nov. 1916; WiUiston Herald, 9 Nov. 1916; North Dakota, Blue Book (1913),
pp. 262-64; Compilation of Election Returns National and State, 1914-1928. p. 8.
For biographical information on Erickson, see The Wonder of Williams: A History
of Williams County, North Dakota. 2 vols, (n.p.: Williams County Historical Society, 1976), 2:1790-91. Since membership figures for most Socialist party locals were
not printed after 1912, it is possible that Williams County had more party members
when it had thirteen locals than it did in 1916 when it had twenty-four units. The
fact that the number of locals almost doubled, however, suggests substantial organizational activity.
40. Weinstein. Decline of Socialism in America, pp. 27-29,106,114-18, offered the
first rebuttal to the 1912 peak thesis.
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all suffered setbacks in the post-1912 period, it can be argued that
the North Dakota party was in relatively good shape until the
emergence of the Nonpartisan League in 1915-1916 and that the
South Dakota organization actually experienced a temporary
revival in the spring and summer of 1917. Only the record of the
Nebraska comrades supports the 1912 peak thesis without ambiguity, and even there one Omaha Socialist, Peter Mehrens, received an impressive vote in a county commissioner race as late
as 1916, drawing more than eleven thousand votes.*'
The story of the rise of the Nonpartisan League (NPL) is intertwined with that of Northern Plains Socialism. No one disputes
41. Appeal to Reason, 25 Nov. 1916.

In 1910, the North Dakota Sodaliat
jmrfy delegates met in convention at Miiiot
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the fact that the league's founders and many of its organizers
were Socialists or former Socialists and that the league's platform was similar to the immediate demands that North Dakota
Socialists promoted. The NPL, however, was a separate organization, which, at least at the outset, was willing to back candidates
in any of the parties who supported the league," Throughout its
history, however, the NPL would be attacked as a Socialist
stalking-horse, and the Socialist past of many of its key figures
would often be cited to substantiate the charge. Arthur C.
("A. C") Townley, the NPL's most prominent leader, had earlier
been a Socialist party legislative candidate and head of the
party's "Organization Department." Henry Teigan, who quickly
assumed an important NPL role, had been the Socialist party
state secretary, and Axel Strom resigned as Socialist sheriff of
Williams County to assume a post as North Dakota league manager. A former Nebraska Socialist party secretary and 1914
gubernatorial candidate, G. C. Porter, was elected as a Republican state legislator in 1918, while another Nebraskan identified
with the Socialist party, James D. Ream, became state NPL chairman.*^ In South Dakota, the party's 1916 gubernatorial candidate,
Fred Fairchild, was subsequently associated with that state's
NPL organizing campaign.**
Even though a large number of Socialist stalwarts ultimately
ended up in the Nonpartisan League, many Socialists on the
Northern Plains initially opposed the league. The national Socialist party opposed the backing of old party candidates under any
circumstances and reaffirmed this policy at a national convention
as late as 1917. The Iconoclast published arguments both supporting and opposing the NPL, and North Dakota's last Socialist
party secretary, Henry R. Martinson, probably remained a critic
42. On the Nonpartisan League, see Robert L. Morían, Political Prairie Fire:
The Nonpartisan League, 1915-1922 (St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society Press,
1985); Robert H. Bahraer, "The Economic and Political Background of the Nonpartisan League" (Ph.D. diss.. University of Minnesota, 1941); Larry Remele, "Power to
the People: The Nonpartisan League," in The North Dakota Political Tradition, ed.
Thomas W. Howard (Ames: Iowa State University Press, 1981), pp. 66-92, 206-7;
and Ellsworth, "Origins of the Nonpartisan League."
43. William Langer, The Nonpartisan League: Its Birth, Activities and Leaders
(Mandan, N.Dak.; Morton County Farmers Press. 1920), p. 30; Nebraska, Blue Book
and Historical Register (1920), p. 343; Douglas Bakken, "NPL in Nebraska,
1917-1920," North Dakota History 39, no. 2 (Spring 1972): 26-31.
44. In 1917, Fairchild was arrested at the state NPL headquarters, allegedly for
"making false statements to prevent the success of the American Army in the war"
iSioux Falls Daily Argus-Leader, 6 Oct. 1917).
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of the league until the party's state office closed in 1918. After
the Socialist party folded, however, he, too, became a league organizer,*^ In North Dakota, it proved to be a cruel irony that so
many Socialists worked so hard only to build and sustain the
league. In South Dakota, the Socialist party newspaper also criticized the NPL as late as May of 1918, but these sentiments may
have been more reflective of the attitudes of the party's state sec-

Arthur C. Townley
was a Socialist party
candidate for the North
Dakota state legislature
before he became a
prominent leader
of the Nonpartisan
League.

45. Hornbacher, "North Dakota Socialist Party," pp. 138-39. While Martinson
was sincere in his opposition to the NPL, he later observed: "[T]hey gave me the
job because I was one of the most radical of 'em and they wanted somebody to take
over that Iconoclast that would lambast the League so the people wouldn't believe
it was merely the Socialist Party that was breaking out into another episode like
the Nonpartisan League. That was the reason I got the job and they told me so
frankly" (Henry R. Martinson Interview, "North Dakota Oral History Project
Issue," North Dakota History 43, no. 2 [Spring 1976]: 18).
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retary, E. Francis Atwood (who also edited the paper), than of the
membership as a whole."*
The NPL, despite the presence of so many former Socialist
party members in its operations, was not a Socialist organization.
Like the Populism of the 1890s, the league sought state ownership of some enterprises, including packing houses and grain terminal elevators, in order to make it easier for small producers to
prosper. But at no time did the league adopt the goal of the cooperative commonwealth. Unfortunately, many observers, both at
the time and later, overlooked the distinction between the Socialist party's long-term objectives, which the NPL ignored, and the
party's immediate demands, several of which leaguers took over
without acknowledgement. Some dedicated Socialists may have
joined the NPL with the idea of utilizing it as a vehicle through
which to build Socialism on the plains. Others, not deeply committed to the Socialist cause in the first place, seemed to have
seen the league as a means through which to attain immediate
political goals. Many plainsmen, though they may have voted for
Socialist party candidates on occasion, were never Socialists ideologically and accepted the existing economic order. Whatever the
initial motivation of its backers, however, the NPL proved to be a
poor instrument to promote Socialism in the region.
Not all Socialists who helped this agrarian insurgency continued to support it after it came to power. Arthur Le Sueur became
a key NPL figure, but he broke with founder A. C. Townley in
1919 over the question of who should direct state enterprises. Initially, his dissent was private, but he made it public in 1920 and
1921. During a bitter political campaign. Le Sueur toured North
Dakota, denouncing the NPL administration.'*' He still defended
the league program, but he criticized Townley and other NPL figures. After a speech in Minot, the Ward County Independent proclaimed: "Arthur Le Sueur, Former Minot Mayor, Flays League
Leaders Before Big Crowd."*" In the beginning. Socialists had
46. The May 1918 issue of Co-operative Commonwealth has not been located, but
it is quoted and discussed in the state NPL paper under the headline: "OFFICIAL
ORGAN OF REDS MAKES ATTACK ON NONPARTISAN LEAGUE" (South
Dakota Leader [Mitchell], 18 May 1918).
47. Morían, Political Prairie Fire, pp. 230, 304. 323.
48. Ward County Independent, [27 Oct. 1921], newspaper clipping, Arthur Le
Sueur Papers. Minnesota Historical Society, St. Paul, Minn. In an open letter to
North Dakota newspapers. Le Sueur blasted the NPL leadership but signed the
letter. "Yours for the program" {Mountrail County Promoter [Stanley], 28 Oct.
1921). Thus, he attempted to remain a supporter of the basic NPL platform while
he opposed Townley and other NPL leaders.
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helped to build the movement; later, at least a few of them helped
to defeat it.
If the league devastated the Socialist party in North Dakota, it
was World War I that destroyed it in the rest of the region. As
already mentioned, Socialists in South Dakota and Nebraska
suffered setbacks prior to United States entry into the war. With
that step, however, they found themselves in an increasingly precarious situation. Nationally, the party called an emergency convention that did not convene until the nation was already at war.
There, a large majority approved a strong antiwar position,
based on the premise that all wars, and this one in particular,
were capitalist exploitations of workers and farmers. As a result
of this stand, many prominent Socialists publicly broke with the
Socialist party, and numerous others dropped out quietly. In the
long run, the party's uncompromising stance on the war led to its
destruction in the West. Yet, in some locales, it resulted in temporary growth.*'
South Dakota Socialism underwent a revival of sorts after the
United States entered the conflict. While this growth was most
spectacular in Hutchinson County in the southeastern part of the
state, it also occurred elsewhere. Communities that had once had
locals now reorganized them, and the party claimed new territory. Hutchinson County was overwhelmingly German in population (77 percent), much of it German-Russian. Many of these
people had originally emigrated from Germany and then from
Russia to avoid military conscription, which they opposed on political or religious grounds. While few Socialist votes had been recorded in the county prior to 1916, with United States entry into
the war several Socialist party locals were established.^° William
C. Rempfer, a Socialist lawyer and banker at Parkston, became
prominently identified with the People's Council, a national antiwar group orchestrated in large part by the Socialist party, and
he played a key role in the Hutchinson County Socialist story.^'
49. Weinstein writes, "Even before the Party officially ratified its antiwar program. Socialists had begun to receive substantial increases in their vote in many
cities" {Decline of Socialism in America, p. 145).
50. Co-operative Commonwealth, Aug. 1917; Darrell R. Sawyer, "Anti-German
Sentiment in South Dakota during World War I." South Dakota Historical Collections 38 (1976): 444. On 25 November 1916, the Appeal to Reason reported: "Hutchinson county. South Dakota, gave lAUan L.I Benson 57 votes. In 1912 the Socialist
vote in this county was 6."
51. Sioux Falls Daily Argus-Leader, 10 Sept., 6. 8. 9,10 Oct. 1917; Bulletin (New
York), 24 Oct. 1917, copy in People's Council of America Collection, Swarthmore
College, Swarthmore, Pa. Rempfer was on the national executive committee of the
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In the emotionally charged atmosphere of June 1917, a
German-speaking Socialist gave a pacifist speech to a large crowd
in Tripp, a small town in the southern part of Hutchinson County.
In August, a Socialist party local was formed in this community
and quickly became one of the largest in the state. Members of
the group prepared petitions demanding that the United States
withdraw from the war and protesting the draft. One was sent to
the governor, and the other to local officials. The thirty signers
were arrested and charged with violating the Espionage Act.
Rempfer turned up as one of their attorneys, and local papers
reminded their readers that he was the Rempfer involved with
the infamous People's Council."
In late January of 1918, the Socialist party held its state convention in Mitchell, approximately twenty-five miles north of
Parkston in the adjoining county. Initially, the gathering proceeded without incident, and the delegates nominated a slate of
candidates for the fall election. Then, ostensibly because Rempfer
was present and recruiting for the antiwar cause, Mitchell's
mayor ordered local police to break up the meeting. The delegates were turned out, and five or six men later kidnapped Rempfer, drove him out of town, and dropped him seventeen miles from
Parkston with the admonition never to return to Mitchell. Rempfer's attempts to prosecute his unknown assailants were unsuccessful, and several papers made sport of his complaints."
The Socialists' troubles were not yet over. The Mitchell convention had nominated Orville Anderson as the Socialist party's
gubernatorial candidate and Oscar Frederick Carlson as one of its
congressional candidates. Anderson had already been indicted
for violating the Espionage Act for something he had allegedly
said. Carlson, a druggist in Lesterville, was soon arrested for
breaking the same law. The day before his arrest, the Lesterville
People's Council and helped organize a local council in Parkston. The organization
had little effect anywhere. For further discussion of this subject, see Frank L.
Grubbs, Jr.. The Struggle for Labor Loyalty: Gompers, the A.F. ofL., and the Pacifists, 1917-1920 (Durham, N.C: Duke University Press, 1968),
52. Tripp Ledger, 21 June 1917; Co-operative CommonwecUth, Aug. 1917; William C. Rerapfer, "Those Hutchinson County Traitors," Callto-Action (Sturgis.
S.Dak.), 25 Aug. 1917; Sawyer, "Anti-German Sentiment." pp. 452-53.
53. Mitchell Morning Republican, 24, 25 Jan. 1918; Mitchell Gazette, 24, 26 Jan.
1918. Socialist Congressman Meyer London of New York condemned the kidnaping
of Rempfer on the floor of the House of Representatives. See Julian Pierce, "Kidnaping and Mob Law in South Dakota Denounced by Meyer London in Congress,"
Eye-Opener (Chicago), 9 Feb. 1918.
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town council had unanimously passed a resolution that "instructed [the town marshal] to closely watch the activities of the
said 0. F. Carlson and others and to report to the proper authorities all activities of any person which tends to hinder or obstruct
this nation in its successful prosecution of the war."" The charges
in Carlson's case must have been flimsy, for he was never prosecuted. Following the dropping of charges, however, he too was
kidnapped and then tarred and feathered. Carlson's attempts to
prosecute his assailants were also in vain. In this intolerant time
period, both his drugstore and Rempfer's bank were smeared
with yellow paint.^*
In parts of both South Dakota and Nebraska, the state councils
of defense, their local affiliates, and vigilantes instituted a reign
of terror during 1917-1918. West of Hutchinson, in Gregory County, South Dakota, a mob roughed up six NPL organizers, marched
them to a railroad depot, put them on a train headed to Norfolk,
Nebraska, and warned them never to return,^" Mobs prevented
league speakers from speaking in both states, and in Nebraska
the situation got so out of hand that NPL leaders agreed to suspend most operations during the war in return for a cessation of
attacks from the Nebraska State Council of Defense." This type
of interference may have been partially responsible for the failure of the NPL in Nebraska and both the NPL and the Socialist
party in South Dakota.
By November of 1918, there were no Socialist state organizations on the Northern Plains. The Nebraska secretary, G. C.
Porter, had resigned over the war issue as early as June of 1917,
and though he was replaced, the state organization disintegrated.
The North Dakota party apparently suffered its final decline in
1918, as did the South Dakota organization.^* E. Francis Atwood,
the South Dakota secretary, had serious misgivings about the
antiwar question. In early 1918, he privately contacted federal au54. Lesterville Ledger, 8 Feb. 1918.
55. Ibid-, 1, 8 Feb.. 12 Apr., 3 May 1918.
56. South Dakota Leader, 30 Mar. 1918.
57. For accounts of the NPL in both states in this era. see Elmo Bryant Phillips,
"The Non-Partisan League in Nebraska" (M.A. thesis. University of Nebraska,
1931); Robert N. Manley, "The Nebraska State Council of Defense and the Non-Partisan League," Nebraska History 43 (Dec. 1962): 229-52; Carl J. Hofland, "The Nonpartisan League in South Dakota" (M.A. thesis. University of South Dakota, 1940);
Gilbert C. Fite, "Peter Norbeck and the Defeat of the Non-Partisan League in
South Dakota," Mississippi Valley Historical Review 33 (Sept. 1946): 217-36.
58. "G. C. Porter Withdraws from Socialist Party," Omaha World-Herald, 9 June
1917; Hornbacher, "North Dakota Socialist Party," p. 138.
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TAe South Dakota Leader, the Nonpartisan League
paper published in Mitchell, printed political cartoons that
decried the charges of disloyalty that were leveled at the NPL
during World War L This cartoon appeared on SO March 1918.

thorities and offered his services in spotting disloyal persons.
(His patriotism was commended, but his offer to work for the government was declined.) In late August of that year, he and the former Socialist mayor of Sisseton resigned from the state ticket
because of their disagreement with the party's antiwar position."
59. E. Francis Atwood to U.S. Secret Service, 12 Feb. 1918, File No. 145811, Investigative Case Files of the Bureau of Investigation, 1908-1922, Records of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, Record Group 65, National Archives, Washington, D.C. (hereafter cited RG 65, NA), microfilm ed., reel 537; Leaterville Ledger,
30 Aug. 1918.
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South Dakota Socialist party membership had increased during
the summer and fall of 1917, but the party organization fell apart
over the course of the next year.*"
South Dakota Socialists made a dismal showing in the 1918
elections, even though there was one bright spot when William C.
Rempfer, the Parkston Socialist, was elected judge in Hutchinson
County. He had run as an independent, and he and the NPL county ticket were swept into office by large majorities. The Parkston
paper claimed that Rempfer had run "on a ticket of international
socialism" and "carried 21 out of 24 election districts in the county."" Two years later, he would be reelected on the NPL ticket.
While no state organization in the area survived World War I,
there were still organized Socialist groups in scattered communities, and here and there, loyal party members could be seen attempting to cope with their political isolation. A national party
newspaper based in Chicago, the Eye-Opener, reported in March
1920 that "Comrade J. R. Cotton of Waubay, South Dakota, who
has been affiliated with the party for many years and who is now
a member-at-large, wants to know what steps are being taken to
reorganize the state." The paper responded, "Letters have been
sent to all of the former secretaries and members-at-large,
besides a number of former active members asking them to cooperate and help us put South Dakota back on the map for the
coming campaign."*^ In spite of national party efforts. Socialism
per se would not be revitalized in the state or region.
Nationally, the Socialist organization had undergone a fratricidal split in 1919. Now three separate organizations —the Socialist
party, the Communist Labor party (CLP), and the Communist
party —claimed the socialist franchise.^^ On the Northern Plains,
however, most Socialist party members had seemingly dropped
out of radical politics altogether. The old party never regrouped
in the postwar era, but a few adherents to the new Communist
organizations did surface. In Omaha, Edmund R. Brumbaugh, a
60. Party membership figures need to be treated with caution. The Co-operative
Commonwealth, Oct. 1917, claimed a South Dakota membership of 1,480, but it indicated that only 892 were paid up. More modestly, the Eye-Opener (a national Socialist party publication from Chicago) reported on 26 January 1918 that South Dakota had 469 members in 1916 and 526 in 1917. Both sources indicate that South Dakota party ranks had increased since 1916.
61. Parkston Advance, 22 Nov. 1918.
62. Eye-Opener, 1 Mar. 1920.
63. The most detailed accounts of the 1919 split are Theodore Draper, The Roots
of American Communism (New York: Viking Press, 1%3), and Weinstein,
of Socialism in America, chaps. 4-5.
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former Socialist party secretary, turned up in late 1919 as the
educational director of the Communist Labor party. He was arrested because, apparently, he signed a telegram, "Yours for the
Revolution."** Soon released, he appears to have played a minor
part in subsequent radical developments. A United States military intelligence report on Omaha suggests that, even though Bohemian and Jewish Socialists maintained organizations and both
Communists and Communist Laborites formed groups in the city,
there was little radical activity underway in 1920. In South
Dakota, a former state chairman of the Socialist party turned up
on a CLP contact list. Overall, however, there was apparently
almost no CLP activity in the region."
In the early 1920s, the Communists formed the Workers' party
as their legal party organization. This new structure proved more
successful in winning the allegiance of former Socialists on the
Northern Plains. Branches were organized in Omaha and in numerous communities in the Dakotas. In early 1924, the Chicago
Daily Worker reported that two hundred North Dakota farmers
had been recruited into the Workers' party." An article announcing a Workers' party conference in the summer of 1924 stated:
"We expect full attendance by the comrades at Fargo, Bismarck,
Mandan, Wilton, Wing, Garrison, Douglas, Beiden, Wiliiston,
Bonetraill [sic] and Sanish. Let's meet up in force at Wilton on
August 3rd.""
Williams County, North Dakota, which had earlier been a Socialist center and more recently a NPL stronghold, saw several
64. Omaha World-Herald, 20 Nov. 1919; "In Re: Edward [sic] R. Brumbaugh, alias
Rutledge. Communist Labor Party." 21 Nov. 1919, File 377602. Investigative Case
Files of the Bureau of Investigation, RG 65. NA. reel 828.
65. W. A. Cavenaugh to Director of Military Intelligence, 22 Apr. 1920, "Radical
Activities in Omaha," in U.S. Military Intelligence Reports: Surveillance of Radicals in the United States, 1917-1941, microfilm ed. (Frederick, Md.: University Publications of America, 1984), reel 19, frame 0314; "Radical Meetings at Jacksonville,
Fla.," 20 Nov. 1919. File 70788. Investigative Case Files of the Bureau of Investigation, RG 65, NA. reel 817. At the time of a Justice Department raid on 2 January
1920, the Communist party had approximately twelve members in Omaha and the
CLP had fourteen. Of the Socialist party. Cavenaugh wrote: "A Jewish branch with
about 90 members, and two Boheaiian branches with about 15 members each.
These three branches have all practically assumed the nature of social clubs and
are not active in a political sense. Four years ago this party had a membership in
Omaha of about 700 but the party had gradually disintegrated, until now there is no
English speaking branch" (Cavenaugh, "Radical Activities in Omaha," reel 19,
frame 0314).
66. Worker, 11 Feb. 1922; Daily Worker, 13 Jan. 1924.
67. Daily Worker, 26 July 1924.
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former Socialists seeking elective office in its 1924 elections.
They included Sodbuster Erickson, who had been elected to
earlier terms as sheriff on the Socialist ticket; Andrew Omholt,
Erickson's chief rival for the sheriffs post; August C. Miller, a
state legislative candidate; and D. L Todd, also a state legislative
candidate and one of the former organizers of the Socialist party
in the western part of the state. Omholt and Miller had already
been endorsed at the local NPL convention in late 1923. Omholt
also received glowing editorial tribute in the county league paper
on the eve of the primary, and both of them coasted to victory.
Following their nomination, however, it became apparent that
they were in the Workers' party and were backers of the party's
presidential candidate, William Z. Foster, rather than Robert La
Follette, the league's choice. The Williams County Farmers
Press then attempted to disassociate itself from the two Communist candidates, and the NPL persuaded two sticker candidates to
enter the race. In November, however, Miller was elected, becoming the first known Communist legislator in the United States."^
This campaign seemingly provided a boost to Communist organizational efforts in North Dakota. Branches of the Workers'
party cropped up in Williston, Bonetrail, and elsewhere in the
state. A key figure in this effort was Alfred Knutson, a former Socialist and league organizer, who was also one of the original
stockholders in the company that published the Daily Worker in
Chicago. He may have recruited Henry R. Martinson, the last
state Socialist party secretary and future poet laureate of North
Dakota. Three years later, both of them were listed as members
of the national committee of the United Farmers Educational
League, the Communist party's farmer front of the 1920s and
early 1930s." In Mountrail County, Finnish Socialists in Beiden
were also found within Workers' party ranks. When they affiliated with the Communist movement is unclear, but in the 1924
68. Williams County Farmers Press (WiUiston). 12 June, 3 July, 23 Oct. 1924;
Daily Worker, 18 Nov. 1924; "North Dakota's Communist Legislator," Workers
Monthly 4 (Apr. 1925): 272-73.
69. Daily Worker, 18 Nov. 1924; "Harry Bridges," 15 Oct. 1940. FBI Fue
39-915-351, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Washington, D.C. Freedom of Information Act request (hereafter cited FOIA). My comment about the possible Workers' party membership of Martinson is based on a report that he was scheduled to
speak at a 1924 party conference at Wilton, North Dakota, and was referred to in
the article as "Comrade Martinson." Daily Worker, 2 Aug, 1924. For discussion of
Knutson and the United Farmers Educational League, see Lowell K. Dyson, Red
Harvest The Communisi Party aiwi American Farmer« (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1982), chaps. 1-2.
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presidential election, 29 of the county's 48 votes for Foster were
recorded in their precinct. The 1924 election returns confirm a
scattered Communist presence in other sections of North Dakota
outside Williams and Mountrail counties.^"
South Dakota also had its Workers' party recruits. As early as
1920, a South Dakota weekly paper reported, "Federal agents, it
is understood, have begun an investigation in eastern South
Dakota counties to ascertain the standing of certain farmers, who
are suspected of being affiliated with the communist part{y] of
America."^' As in North Dakota, a Finnish community was part of
the story. Frederick, a community in the northeastern part of the
state, had been a Socialist stronghold earlier, and a "Workers'
Party Band" was established there in the 1922-1923 era.'^ Not all
Frederick Communists were Finns, however. An English-speaking branch was organized, perhaps in 1924, and Norwegian-born
Helge Tangen reportedly served as a Foster presidential elector
that year. Within a few years, John Sumption of the Frederick
area also turned up on the national committee of the United
Farmers Educational League and in the 1930s was the state Com70. Stanley Sun, 27 Nov. 1924; Compilation of Election Retums National and
State, p. 67. A Communist party registration report obtained by the FBI indicates
that three Communist party members in Beiden in 1942 had belonged to the party
for eighteen years (which would mean they signed up in 1924). "Communist PartyU.S.A. District No. 9, Saint Paul Field Division," 23 Jan. 1943, FBI File
100-3-117-31, FOIA.
71. Lesterville Ledger, 16 Apr. 1920.
72. History of the Finnish Settlement in Brown and Dickey Counties of South
and North Dakota, 1881-1955 (n.p.: Savo Finnish Historical Society, 1955), p. 12.
Finns from the Frederick area sent both "Birthday Greetings" and May Day greetings to the Daily Worker in 1924. Daily Worker, 15 Jan., 28 Apr. 1924. For an
example of local Workers' party activity, see Frederick Free Press, 20 Nov. 1924.
In the pre-World War I era, Finnish-American Socialists had been organized into
the Finnish Socialist Federation. A document in United States military intelligence
files indicates that the federation had branches at Beiden, Van Hook (which was approximately ten miles south of Beiden), and Frederick in 1920. "List of Branch
Clubs of the Finnish Socialist Federation" [1920], in U.S. Military Intelligence
Reports, reel 9, frame 00230. The federation severed its ties with the Socialist
party and then helped form the Workers' party in late 1920. At that time, Finns
became the largest single ethnic group in the new party. Recent scholarship on
Finnish-American Socialism and Communism includes Auvo Kostiainen, The Forging of Finnish-American Communism^ 1917-1924: A Study in Ethnic Radicalism
(Turku: Turun Yiiopisto, 1978); Peter Kivisto. Immigrant Socialists in the United
States: The Case of Finns and the Left (Rutherford. N.J.: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 1984); and Michael G. Kami, "Finnish Immigrant Leftists in America: The Golden Years, 1900-1918," in "Struggle a Hard Battle": Essays on
Working-Class Immigrants, ed. Dirk Hoerder (DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 1986), pp. 199-226.
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munist party chairman. Both Tangen and Sumption had been Socialists in the pre-World War I era." South Dakota also had Workers' party branches at CentervlUe, Inland, Marion, Menno, and
Mitchell in the early twenties.^*
Most Socialists on the Northern Plains did not, of course,
become Communists. At its peak. Communist party membership
in these states did not equal that of the earlier Socialist movement, and the Daily Worker never reached as many people as the
old Appeal to Reason had. Many old Socialists dropped out of radical politics altogether, or they may have aligned themselves with
one of the farmer-labor groups that emerged during the postWorld War I era. Others, however, turned to new kinds of efforts
to organize farmers, this time using an economic basis. Thousands were recruited, first into the National Producers Alliance,
and then into the National Farmers Union. These efforts were
most important in North Dakota, and individual ex-Socialists
played a key role,
A, C. Townley formed the Producers Alliance in 1923. In some
respects, this organization anticipated the approach taken by
today's National Farmers Organization and was aimed solely at
increasing farm prices, Townley quickly tired of his creation,
however, and turned it over to A. W. Ricker. Ricker was a veteran of third-party causes and had earlier been an editor for both
the Appeal to Reason and Pearson's Magazine.^^ Former Socialists and NPLers signed on as organizers, and Charles Talbott of
Forbes, North Dakota, came forward to head up the effort in his
73. Appeal to Reason, 16 Aug. 1913, 20 June 1914. A document from FBI files
suggests that Tangen was a Foster elector in 1924, but the South Dakota Legislative Manual (1924) does not list any Workers' party electors that year. E. E. Conroy
to Director, FBI, 26 Mar. 1943, FBI FUe 100-3-4-1594, FOIA. Sumption's name is
listed on the letterhead of the United Farmers Educational League. See Alfred
Knutson to H. G. Teigan, 22 Dec. 1926, Henry G. Teigan Papers, Minnesota Historical Society, St. Paul, Minn.
74. Daily Worker, 3 Feb. 1925. 0. F. Carlson, the Socialist druggist from LestervUle who had been tarred and feathered during World War I, now lived in Menno
and may have ended up in the Communist ranks. He was a member of the national
committee of the United Farmers Educational League by 1926. Interviews with
Clarence H. Sharp (early Socialist in Day County and later secretary of the Communist party in South Dakota), Minneapolis, Minn., mid-1980s.
75. Theodore Saloutos, "The National Producers' Alliance," Minnesota History
28 (Mar. 1947): 37-44. One study refers to Ricker as "an ex-Producers' Alliance man,
ex-Nonpartisan Leaguer, ex-Socialist, ex-Populist, and ex-Farmers' Alliance man"
(Theodore Saloutos and John D. Hicks, Twentieth-Century Populism: Agricultural
Discontent in the Middle West, 1900-1939 [1951; reprint ed., Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, Bison Books, n.d.], p. 235).
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state. In 1913, he had helped organize Equity, an earlier farm organization, in his community and twice was a Socialist candidate
for state legislature. Even though the Producers Alliance
enlisted thousands in parts of the Dakotas, Nebraska, and Wisconsin, it never had much effect as a farm organization. Ricker,
Talbott, and M. W. ("Bill") Thatcher helped arrange a merger
between it and the National Farmers Union. Consummated in
early 1926, this merger resulted in the launching of a dynamic organizing effort of lasting effect. Talbott emerged as a key figure
in the Northwest Organizing Committee, which sought to spread
the Farmers Union gospel in his state, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and
Montana. In 1927, at the first state convention, he was elected
president of the North Dakota Union and held that post until his
death in the late 193ÛS."*
Once again, ex-Socialists had worked with others to build a
broad-based movement. Perhaps even more than the NPL, the
Farmers Union has left its mark on North Dakota and is a lasting
part of the legacy of Socialism on the Northern Plains. That former Socialists played an active role in building the union does not
mean that it was a Socialist organization. In fact, involvement in a
mass movement such as the NPL or Farmers Union may actually
have resulted in the weaning of the affections of radicals whose
routine organizational tasks consumed their energies while their
prior radical allegiances received little reinforcement.^^
The Northern Plains states of Nebraska, North Dakota, and
South Dakota have not had strong labor movements, but some of
their union figures had at least a passing experience with the Socialist party in the pre-World War I era. T'his fact has already
been mentioned in regard to the Omaha labor movement, but
Albert Maag, long-time president of the South Dakota Federation
of Labor, was reportedly also a delegate to a state Socialist party
convention, perhaps in 1918, and Henry Martinson, the last secre76. Charles and Joyce Conrad, 50 Years: North Dakota Farmers Union (Jamestown: North Dakota Farmers Union, 1976), pp. 1-4, 11-19; Forbes Republican, 24
Oct. 1912, 19 June 1913, 29 Oct. 1914. James G. Patton, long-time president of the
National Farmers Union, reportedly told a Socialist party representative in 1946
"that in many states, particularly Oklahoma and N. Dak. most of the state officers
of the Farmers Union had at one time been members of the SP" ([William C. Gausmann] to Harry [Fleischman], 14 July 1946, in Socialist Party of America Papers,
reel 95). Patton himself was apparently a former Socialist party member.
77. Many Socialists within the labor movement were gradually "deradicalized" in
this way. See William C. Pratt. "The Socialist Party. Socialist Unionists, and Organized Labor. 1936-1960," Political Power and Social Theory 4 (1984):
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tary of the North Dakota Socialist party, was repeatedly elected
an officer of the Fargo labor council before he was appointed
deputy state labor commissioner in 1937.^^ Undoubtedly, additional names of former Socialists active in the labor movement
can be turned up.
It is also possible that some ex-Socialists moved in an entirely
different direction after leaving their old party. In the early and
mid-1920s, the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) appeared on the Northern
Plains, and their rallies often attracted large crowds. Former Socialists sometimes attended, and some of them may have been recruited as well. Studies report that ex-Socialist party members
joined the KKK in other parts of the country."
Socialism on the Northern Plains has not received the attention that the movement has received in other regions. For the
most part, it has been treated simply as part of the background of
the NPL and then only as far as the story in North Dakota is concerned. Its significance extends beyond that connection. In the
pre-World War I era. Socialists had a political influence in many
communities in the Northern Plains, where its strongest proponents were farmers. Trade unionists provided a base of party
support in Omaha, Minot, the Black Hills (until the 1909-1910 lockout), and a few other communities, but Socialists in this region
had to address rural concerns to attract any major following.
While the Socialist party had little electoral success on the Northern Plains, its showing at the ballot box in northwest North
Dakota, as in much of Oklahoma in the Southwest, demonstrated
that a Socialist message could appeal to rural voters."" In these
78. Clarence H. Sharp to author, 26 Oct. 1985; Larry Remele. "The Legacy of a
Survivor," In These Times, 7-13 Sept. 1977.
79. A retired farmer now in his late eighties told me recently (1986) that he and
his father had attended a Klan meeting in Velva, North Dakota (apparently in the
1920sl. They gave their names to a Klan representative but were never contacted.
The father had been a Socialist, and the son was later involved in left wing efforts
in the 1930s and after. The topic of the Klan on the Northern Plains deserves more
scholarly attention than it has received to date. For examples of Klan activity in
local communities, see Williams County Farmers Press. 23 Oct. 1924; Dickey County Leader (Ellendale, N.Dak.), 23 July 1925, 12 Aug. 1926; William L. Harwood,
"The Ku Klux Klan in Grand Forks, North Dakota," South Dakota History 1 (Fall
1971): 301-35; Charles Rambow. "The Ku Klux Klan in the 1920s: A Concentration
on the Black Hills," South Dakota History 4 (Winter 1973): 63-81; and Michael W.
Schuyler. "The Ku Klux Klan in Nebraska. 1920-1930." Nebraska History 66 (Fall
1985): 234-56. Former Socialists were found within Klan ranks in some Midwestern
communities. See James R. Simmons, "The Socialist Party in Indiana, 1900-1925,"
in Socialism in the Heartland, ed. Donald T. Critchlow. p. 63.
80. See Green, Grass-Roots Socialism.
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locales, it was the intervention of the NPL and United States involvement in World War I that brought the end of this experiment in agrarian socialism.
At times, however, a strong vote or even an election triumph
was only a protest against an unpopular incumbent, other local
conditions, or even United States foreign policy. Debs's strong
1904 showing in South Omaha and Socialist victories in numerous
local contests are probably best characterized as protest votes
and little else. The construction of Socialist Hall in Oldham, South
Dakota, can be considered a fluke, as party members were soon
forced to sell it and were unable to keep even their Socialist party
local intact. These events and many others, including the election
of a Socialist to the University of Nebraska board of regents, are
historical curiosities and warrant but brief mention in any survey
of Socialism in the region.
On the other hand, there were numerous occurrences on the
Northern Plains that suggest deeper commitment to Socialist
views and the long-term persistence of radicalism. A small number of ex-Socialists joined the Workers' party in the early 1920s,
and, in the following decade, others helped organize Communist
party branches in locales that had earlier had a Socialist party
presence.*^ More important to the region than the Communist
party effort, however, would be the farm insurgency of the 1930s.
In that era, many former Socialist party members or their children would be counted among the participants in both the Communist-led United Farmers League and the Farmers Holiday. In
many cases, involvement in less radical farm movements such as
the NPL and the Farmers Union had intervened, but the linkage
between Socialist efforts of the pre-World War I era and the rural
insurgency of the 1930s is more than coincidence.*'
Of course, the mere fact that a person had once been a Socialist
party member tells us little, and a close study of particular individuals is needed before any solid conclusions can be drawn about
the long-term effects of radical movements in the region. While
the connection between the Socialist party experience and that of
later movements seems clear in the case of some rural radicals, a
81. Interview with Clarence H, Sharp, Minneapolis, Minn., 30 July 1981.
82. The rural insurgency of the 1930s is treated in John L. Shover, Combelt Rebellion: The Farmers' Holiday Association (Urbana: University of Illinois Press,
1965), and Dyson, Red Harvest. For a study that addresses this topic on the Northern Plains, see William C. Pratt, "Rethinking the Farm Revolt of the 1930s," Great
Plains Quarterly, in press.
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Socialist background may have had relevance in the lives of
others as well. For example, writers Meridel Le Sueur (born in
1900) and Tillie Olsen (born in 1913) both claim the Socialist past
of this region as their own. Le Sueur was the stepdaughter of
Arthur Le Sueur, and while she herself did not live in the Northern Plains states under consideration here, the region's radical
past has inspired and informed some of her work. In Olsen's case,
she was brought up in a Jewish Socialist household in Omaha and
believes that that experience was an important influence on her
life."
More digging in local archives and regional newspapers is
needed before a full assessment can be made of the extent of Socialist activity and its significance in the Northern Plains. Such
exploration may suggest other avenues of inquiry regarding the
Socialist experience. It is not enough to talk about the identity
and activities of Socialists in the period when Debsian Socialism
was in bloom. Many of these men and women continued to live
years later, as did the sons and daughters who were raised in
their households. What kinds of activities were such people involved in and what, if anything, did they carry with them from
their Socialist past? These later efforts are also part of the still
obscure legacy of Socialism on the Northern Plains.
83. Le Sueur, Crusaders; Meridel Le Sueur, North Star Country (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, Bison Books, 1984); Amy Gage, "The Insistent Voice,"
Minnesota Monthly 22 (Mar. 1988): 24-32; Deborah Rosenfelt, "From the Thirties;
Tillie Olsen and the Radical Tradition," Feminist Studies 7 (Fall 1981): 371-406;
Linda Ray Pratt, "Tillie Olsen: Author, Organizer. Feminist," in Perspectives:
Women in Nebraska History (Lincoln: Nebraska State Council for the Social
Studies and Nebraska Department of Education, 1984), pp. 42-60.
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